The secondary structure of RNA in particles of two plant viruses with helical symmetry (tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and potato virus X (PVX)) was studied by determining their RNA extinction spectra in situ. The true values of extinction of light-scattering virus suspensions were calculated by extrapolation. To determine the degree of hyperchromicity of internal RNA, the spectra of suspensions of intact and disrupted TMV and PVX were compared. Virus particles were disrupted by heating or by sodium dodecyl sulphate. The contribution of protein to the total extinction of virus was taken into account during calculations of hyperchromicity of internal RNA. It was shown that RNA in particles of both viruses is in a fully hyperchromic state. The interaction of both internal RNA's with formaldehyde was also investigated. The reaction of RNA in situ with formaldehyde was followed by the increase in extinction of the virus suspensions in the 280 to 290 nm. spectral region. It was found the amino-groups of the bases of internal PVX RNA readily react with formaldehyde. On the other hand, the TMV RNA in situ was completely resistant to formaldehyde. A substantial difference in the optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) curves of two viruses was also revealed. The differences in reactivity with formaldehyde and in ORD curves of TMV and PVX probably reflect the different character of RNA-protein interactions in particles of the two viruses.
INTRODUCTION
Simple plant viruses containing RNA provide a convenient model system for studying the structure of encapsidated virus RNA's. It is well known (Klug & Caspar, I96o;  Franklin, I956; Wilson & Tollin, I969) that the overall structure of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), potato virus X (PVX) and other plant viruses with helical symmetry precludes the formation of ordered base stacking in molecules of virus RNA. Hence, the a priori suggestion that RNA in such virus particles is fully hyperchromic. This suggestion was confirmed by the data of Bonhoffer & Schachman 0960). But a close study of this problem has shown it to be more complicated than previously supposed.
Some authors have reported that in the encapsidated RNA of these particles, hyper-hyperchromic RNA. This was determined by heating RNA solutions of equal concentrations at 7 °o with or without I-5 % HCHO.
Determination of concentration of viruses and their components.
Concentration of viruses was determined spectrophotometrically using for PVX and TMV an extinction coefficient (E~) of 27"o optical units I955; Reichmann, I959) ; for RNA preparations E 1% 26o was assumed to be 24o optical units and for protein preparations of PVX and TMV-E~/; = I3"o (Miki & Knight, 1968; Stussi, Lebeurier & Hirth, ~969) . RNA concentration was also determined as described by Spirin 0958) and protein concentration, by the Lowry method (Lowry et al. I950 .
Electron microscopy', o.I % virus suspensions were slotted on to formvar grids and negatively stained with 2 % phosphotungstic acid pH 7"o. The preparations were examined in a 'Hitachi I IB' electron microscope with an instrumental magnification of 16,6oo.
Determination of ORD curves. ORD curves in the 24o to 35o nm. range were determined in a 'Jasco' spectropolarimeter in I cm. cells at room temperature. The concentrations of PVX and TMV suspensions were 35o to 45o/zg./ml.
Analytical centrifugation. This was carried out in a 'Spinco' model E analytical ultracentrifuge using u.v. optics. The concentration of PVX preparation was 0"3 to o.6 mg./ml.
RESULTS

Determination of hyperchromicity of RNA in the virus particles
TMV and PVX particles consist of 5 % RNA and 95 % protein (Knight & Woody, 1958; Bawden & Pirie, I938; Loring, ~938) . Knowing the extinction coefficients of RNA and protein of these viruses and their spectra, one can calculate the approximate contribution of these components to the extinction of the virus at various wavelengths. As the content of RNA and protein is almost similar in the two viruses and extinction coefficients of TMV and PVX proteins are very close (Stussi et al. 1969; Miki & Knight, I968 ) the calculated contribution of RNA proved to be almost identical in both viruses (Table 0 . 
Tobacco mosaic virus
To determine the degree of RNA hyperchromicity in TMV, use was made of the changes in the true extinction values (E) of the suspensions caused by disintegration of the virus particles. If RNA in situ is in the fully hyperchromic state, disintegration of the virus and the release of RNA into solution should be accompanied by a decrease in its extinction (should the conditions of the medium correspond to the hypochromic state of RNA). Virus preparations were disintegrated by sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) and by heating. Disintegration of the virus particles was followed by electron microscopy and by the E~So value (see Methods). Samples of TMV on 0.0I ~-phosphate buffer, pH 7"2, were heated for 2o rain. at each temperature point. Measurements at indicated temperatures polation). In the same figure one can see the E~So curve changes during the course of heating. It is clear from Fig. I that no changes in extinction were observed prior to disintegration of the virus. Disintegration of the virus particles was reflected in a drastic drop in E~ and was accompanied by a sharp decrease in the extinction at 290 nm. and a small decrease at 26o nm. Further heating of the suspensions did not cause any significant changes in E. When the suspensions were cooled from 90 to z3 ° some decrease in E was again observed, but the spectral patterns were quite different. As seen in Table 2 , the disintegration entailed an extinction decrease at 280 to 29o nm. by ro to 15% and at 25o to 270 nm., by 3 to 5 %. By contrast, on cooling the suspensions, the decrease at 25o to z7o rim. was IO to 15% and at 28o to 290 nm. it was very small, if at all. The melting of the TMV suspensions in o-or M-phosphate buffer without SDS gave the same results, the only difference being that the temperature of disintegration of the virus was Io ° higher.
It is probable that the decrease in E on disintegration of the virus is associated with drop in extinction of the protein component and on cooling with coiling of the virus RNA which had hitherto been in the fully expanded hyperchromic state. The fact that no increase in E was observed in the course of heating of the suspensions favours the suggestion about the fully hyperchromic state of RNA in TMV. However, for a quantitative evaluation of the degree of hyperchromicity of RNA in situ it is necessary to determine the effect of temperature on the extinction of TMV RNA and protein separately. To this end, 'melting curves' of TMV RP were determined under similar conditions, as RP seemed to be the best possible analogy of protein in intact TMV. Thermal disintegration of RP, as is seen in Table 3 , induced a decrease in extinction. The same Table contains the values of the decrease upon thermal disintegration of TMV recalculated from line I of Table 2 , accounting for the protein contribution to the TMV extinction. Comparing lines ~ and 2 of Table 3 one can see that with the exception of extinction at 250 nm., there is a good agreement between the experimental and calculated values of drops in extinction for TMV RP. This imeans that the decrease in E of TMV suspension on disintegration is really due to the protein component.
Further heating of RP up to 9 °0 caused some minor changes in E, but they were completely reversible on cooling. Fig. 2 shows the melting curve of free TMV RNA. To evaluate the hyperchromicity of intravirus RNA, the decrease in adsorption after cooling of the heated suspensions was compared with the drop in E on cooling of the preparations of the fully denatured TMV RNA (Table 4) . For TMV suspensions, RNA hyperchromicity can be calculated only in relation to the preparation cooled after heating, therefore, in the case of free RNA the values after cooling were also assumed to be zoo %. When calculating the degree of RNA hyperchromicity in TMV, reversible changes in the protein extinction in the high temperature region were also taken into account. As is shown in Table 4 , the values of hyperchromicity of fully uncoiled TMV RNA in solution and intravirus TMV RNA are approximately similar. The degree of coincidence of these values (especially at 28o to 290 nm.) leaves much to be desired, but as is seen in Table I , a i % error in determination of the virus extinction at 29o rim. causes a 5 % error in the value of hyperchromism.
Potato virus J(
The secondary structure of RNA in the PVX particles was determined by similar methods. This virus has a much lower resistance to o.1% SDS than does TMV. In the medium containing o.I % SDS, the PVX particles disintegrated at 27 to 3 °° or even at room temperature after an hour's incubation. The reason for different resistance of the PVX preparations to the action of SDS may result from preparations of different ages having different properties.
The PVX preparations which underwent degradation in the presence of o.1% SDS at room temperature proved to be the most convenient ones for our study. Table 5 shows the average results of these sorts of experiments. The disintegration of the PVX particles was accompanied by a decrease of I2 to r6°//o in the extinction of the suspension at 25o to 29o nm. As discussed for the TMV, this decrease is partially due to the drop in true extinction of the virus protein. Therefore, to determine the contribution of RNA to the drop in extinction, the suspension of the disintegrated PVX was heated to 6o ° and then cooled again. The heating, naturally, did not cause the reassembly of the virus, but caused denaturation of the RNA released into the medium.
The data presented in item 2 of Table 5 show that heating to 6o ° induced almost complete restoration of the initial extinction in the 25o to 27o rim. region but the extinction at 280 to 290 rim. changed insignificantly. It is known that in the region of 25o to 270 nm. the RNA contribution to the total extinction of the virus is maximal (Table 0 , and the changes in protein extinction are minimal. Thus, these data provide a clue to the hyperchromic state of encapsidated RNA. After cooling the suspension of the disintegrated PVX to room temperature, RNA was again renatured to a relatively hypochromic state and the E values typical of the disintegrated virus restored (see items I a and 3 in Table 5 ).
With the PVX preparations which after being treated with o-i % SDS disintegrated only at z7 to 3 o°, the same situation was observed the only difference being that the RNA which has passed into solution did not renature completely (the reason possibly being the higher temperature). Incomplete renaturation of RNA resulted in some decrease in the hypochromicity on disruption (Table 5 , item I b). However, when such suspensions were cooled to room temperature, the drop in their extinction did not differ from that of preparations disintegrating at room temperature. To determine the hyperchromicity value of the intravirus PVX RNA, one should take into account the contribution of the virus protein to the total decrease in E due to disintegration. But, unlike TMV, attempts to polymerize protein into RP preparations have so far failed (Reichmann, 196o ) . Therefore, the correction for protein extinction was determined by means of an indirect method, i.e. disintegration of the PVX particles under conditions when the RNA released does not acquire hypochromicity.
The disintegration of the PVX particles with o-oi % SDS in phosphate buffer occurs at about 55 °. It is seen in Fig. 2 that at this temperature and under these conditions PVX RNA is in an almost completely hyperchromic state. Thus, the disintegration of PVX under these conditions does not cause the transition of the virus RNA to the hyperchromic state and the whole (or almost the whole) decrease in extinction recorded will be due to the virus protein. The average results of such experiments are shown in item I of Table 6 . In item 2, one can see the E values after the suspensions were cooled to room temperature. These values are close to those presented in items I a and 3 of Table 5 . This means that disintegration of the virus in both cases results in approximately the same final drop in extinction.
In item I of Table 7 , the values of the decrease in E on disintegration of PVX after subtracting the protein contribution (the values of the decrease in protein extinction on the disintegration of the virus are taken from item I of Table 6 ) are seen. In items 2 of Table 7 , the overall values of hyperchromicity of the virus particles calculated from these data are presented. Finally, in item 3 of this per se (taking into account the RNA contribution to the total extinction of the virus) are shown. One can see that these values, except for the extinction at z9o nm., agree rather well with the hyperchromicity values determined for thermal denaturation of free RNA preparations (Table 7 , item 4).
Interaction of intravirus RNA of TMV and PVX with formaldehyde
The study of RNA structure in PVX and TMV was continued using formaldehyde, an agent widely used for identification of the secondary structure of nucleic acids in solution and in nucleoproteins. Two processes are known to occur during the interaction of HCHO with nucleic acids, both resulting in changed extinction. One of them is the binding of HCHO to the amino groups of the bases, the second is the disordering of the secondary structure of a polynucleotide (Trifonov, i966) . As RNA in PVX and TMV is in the fully hyperchromic state we only consider the first of the two processes, i.e. the availability of amino groups to HCHO. The results of the study of the reaction of HCHO with the preparations of fully hyperchromic free RNA from TMV and PVX are shown in Table 8 (AI and B0. It is clear that binding of HCHO to fully hyperchromic RNA does not cause considerable changes in the extinction at 250 to 26o nm., but extinction in the 27o to 29o nm. region markedly increases (Trifonov et al. t966) . Thus, the reaction between HCHO and intravirus RNA may be estimated by following the increase in the suspensions extinction on at 27o to 29 ° nm.
IP
In fact, it is in this region that the most marked increase in extinction was recorded after incubation of the PVX preparations with 1.5 ~o HCHO (Fig. 3 and Table 8 ). At zo °, the reaction between PVX RNA in situ and HCHO terminated after 24 hr and at 37 ° it was somewhat more rapid. In Table 8 , item B2, one can see the final values of extinction increment for the PVX suspension. It is clear from item B3 that the effect of binding of HCHO to intravirus PVX RNA (recalculated for RNA extinction) is in good agreement with the value of extinction increment for the free hyperchromic PVX RNA. Thus, these data indicate that all (or almost all) amino groups of the bases in the intravirus PVX RNA are accessible to HCHO. The results of incubation of TMV suspensions with HCHO under similar conditions were quite different. Even after eight days of incubation (at zo ° or at 37 °) no appreciable changes in extinction of the suspension in the spectral regions studied were observed (Table 8 and Fig. 3 )-
In the light of the data on TMV, the question arises whether the interaction of HCHO with the intravirus PVX RNA is not a consequence of simple disintegration of the particles of this virus in the course of incubation. Incubation with ~'5 % HCHO for 24 hr at 37 ° does not cause disintegration of the PVX particles as judged by electron microscopy. PVX, I70 E.N. DOBROV, S. V. KUST AND T. I. TIKCHONENKO incubated with HCHO (as well as the intact virus) completely sedimented after centrifuging for I"5 hr at lO5,ooog. The S~o,w value for the intact PVX was I2o s and that for the PVX incubated for 24 hr at 37 ° with 1.5 % HCHO was I25 s. In summary, the conclusion can be made that no detectabIe disintegration of the PVX particles occurs in the course of the incubation with HCHO.
Determination of ORD curves of the TMV and PVXpreparations
ORD curves of suspensions of both viruses were determined with a view of estimating subtle differences in the structure of their intravirus RNA. The results of the experiments are presented in Fig. 4 -In the case of TMV, a slightly cleft positive peak was revealed with two maxima at 285 and 293 nm., which is in agreement with published data (Simmons & Blout, 196o; Chang, I968) . In the case of PVX, no such positive peak was observed and the rotation in the 285 to 35 ° nm. region was close to zero.
DISCUSSION
The data of X-ray diffraction studies and electron microscopy (Klug & Caspar, 196o; Franklin, I956; Wilson & Tollin, I969; Varma et al. I968 ) show that the structures of PVX and TMV are basically similar. The protein subunits in the particles of both viruses have a spiral symmetry arrangement and the particles appear to be elongated cylinders with an inner hollow. The arrangement of the RNA molecule in TMV and, quite probably, in PVX follows the configuration of the helically packed protein subunits. The structure of these viruses seems to differ in a larger value of the helix pitch, greater length and smaller diameter in the case of PVX. The distance between the RNA bases calculated for the PVX and TMV particles from the X-ray diffraction data is approximately 5"5A and 5A.
Judging by these data, one could assume that no base stacking possessing hypochromicity is present in the intravirus RNA of these viruses and that RNA in situ is in the fully hyperchromic state. The data on the extinction of these RNA's reported in the present paper confirm this suggestion and are in good agreement with the values given by Bonhoffer & Schachmann (I96O) for TMV.
Attention should be paid to the fact of the drop in true extinction (corrected for scattering) of the virus protein on distintegration of the TMV and PVX particles. A similar phenomenon was observed on degradation of TMV RP. The reason for such a decrease in extinction on disintegration of the quaternary structure of these proteins is still obscure. It may be pointed out in this connection that according to Chang (I968) the preparations of TMV A-protein possess stronger negative rotation than the preparations of RP.
A study of the interaction of the intravirus TMV and PVX RNA with HCHO allowed us to reveal marked differences in the degree of accessibility of the amino groups of the bases of this RNA in situ to the HCHO attack. This fact turned out to be quite unexpected in the light of the high degree of similarity of the secondary structure of PVX and TMV RNA following from the spectrophotometric evidence.
Fraenkel-Conrat (I954) was the first to study this reaction from the point of view of determining the degree of hyperchromicity of the intravirus RNA. He did not observe any increase in the TMV extinction at 260 nm. after incubation with HCHO. However, the TMV HCHO reaction in the 27o to 29o nm. range was not measured in that work.
The absence of the reaction of the intravirus TMV RNA with HCHO could be explained by the impermeability of the protein coat of the virus to this agent. There are no direct On: Wed, 12 Dec 2018 07:28:08
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experimental data on this issue but a number of facts render this suggestion highly improbable. First, HCHO is known to penetrate into the particles of PVX, ~X-I74, T2 and SD phages (Sinsheimer, 1959; Tikchonenko & Dobrov, 1969 )minute virus of mice (Crawford, 1966) and some other viruses. Secondly, RNA in TMV particles is known to be accessible to the attack of nitrous acid, nitroso guanidine and some alkylating agents I969) . Finally, according to Bishop, Quiocho & Richards (1966) protein crystals are generally readily accessible to low molecular weight compounds. So, the above data should be interpreted to mean that the amino groups of PVX RNA in situ are accessible to the HCHO attack whereas those of the intravirus TMV RNA are protected. The fact that the blockage cannot be caused by the complementary interactions in the intravirus TMV RNA should be borne in mind. The fact that the TMV RNA in situ does not react with HCHO led us to the conclusion that the RNA bases may take part in the interaction with the protein of the TMV coat. No other candidate for this role exists in the case of such a simple minimal virus as TMV. The above does not signify, however, that there is a complete absence of the TMV-RNA interactions in PVX. Such interactions are quite probable but they are likely to be of different nature than in the TMV particles (see also Reichmann, I96O; Bawden & Kleczkowski, ~959 ).
An additional impetus to such a suggestion may be given by the results of experiments on ORD measurements for PVX. But the data obtained should be interpreted with special care. The trouble is that attenuation of the positive rotation peak in PVX may not only be the result of the less ordered RNA structure, but also of stronger negative rotation of the PVX protein. Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine the ORD curves of the intravirus PVX RNA per se by subtracting the contribution of the protein component, as was done in the case of TMV (Simmons & Blout, 196o; Chang, I968) .
